Six ways

hotel experiences
can delight guests,
owners and brands alike

Create a flawless,
distinctive guestroom
Hard-surface flooring is becoming more common as a
touch of sophistication, making innovations in acoustic
design even more important.

Atlanta Marriott Marquis

Focus on the
hotel lobby

No longer simply the grand space you pass
through, the lobby has become a communal
gathering area, where people can work, dine,
eat and socialize.

Ritz Carlton San Francisco

Find new
approaches to
food and drink
(no car required)

Many of today’s travelers appreciate a unique
culinary experience— especially if it’s one that
doesn’t require getting in a car to find.

Chicago Athletic Association Hotel

Boost
connectivity

Many hotels are rethinking the lobby
and other communal space, creating more multi-functional areas that
can support lounging, networking or
headphones-on work.

Swissôtel Merchant Court

Plan now for future
technology changes
To stay ahead over time, owners and brands must
build in flexibility and bandwidth into renovation and
development plans from the earliest stages.
The Little Nell

Make fitness
more convenient

Fitness is part of daily life, and a newer trend emerging is inroom fitness offerings, which provides health and fitness equipment and programming in the comfort of the guestroom.
Westin South Coast Plaza
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